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ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

, The meeting was attended by representatives from the United
2. The meering w (UNDP) Representation to OAb «nd

ns Development ^"^ <• jth Uitd Nations Economic
, The meetig2. The meerig (UNDP) Representation to OAb «nd
Nations Development ^"^ <• jthe United Nations Economic
Liaison Office ^f ^^^1? the Korid Bank, the International
Cission for Africa W*fV > **?\ i d (UNFPA)

Nation ^^ the United Nations Economic
Liaison Office ^f ^^^1? the Korid Bank, the International
Commission for Africa W*fV > **?t\ons Population Fund (UNFPA)
Monetary Fund (IMF), tne un.l_ceu rUNSTATl , the International
the United Nation^• Statxs^cal J»«»»a ^latlor. (WH0) _, the

Tl , the Int

latlor. (WH0) _, the

3. The meeting.was .1^^^^fSj^ISnSSLr?
the seventh session of the Joint Conterence central

^i^icirL^i^
list of participants is given in Annex II.

4. Mr. famine Di«*. Di*~U*& CESD --^aris ^^^^ni.ou.ly re

^ SSiS1^ second meetin, of C.BO

B. AGENDA

5. The meeting adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening address

2. Election of chairperson

3! Adoption of the agenda
4 Report of the secretariat
c; DeDort from the sub-committees „ ,
5. ReP°r^anization and management of national statistic!

systems

Training

Data processing
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Research, methods and standards

6. Draft guidelines for monitoring statistical development

7. African Statistics Day

8. Other business

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening Address (Agenda item i)

6. In his address, Mr. Layashi Yaker, United Nations Under-

Secretary-General and Executive Secretary of ECA said that the

presence at the meeting of the respective agencies confirmed their

continued commitment to statistical development in Africa and the

need for concerted efforts aimed at achieving maximum efficiency,

taking into account past experiences. In particular, he welcomed

the current Chairman of the Joint Conference of African Planners,

Statisticians and Demographers (PSD), both Directors of the

Institute of Statistics and Applied Economics, Makerere University,

the Eastern Africa Statistical Training Centre„ Dar-es-Salaarc ana

the Acting General Manager of the Ethiopian Statistical Antherr-r/.

7. The Executive Secretary noted the significant progress that

had been achieved since the adoption of the Aj&i££LJ&&te^.^3Ui__2£
Action for Statistical Development in Africa in the 1990c; and that

the four CASD sub-committees viz: Organization and Management of

National Statistical Systems; Training; Data Processing; and

Research, Methods and Standards whose respective work programmes

are geared towards implementation of the Plan of Act; as? ->re already

functioning. He emphasized that CASDfs prir-ary role of

coordination and harmonization of the various activities in the

area of statistical development in Africa is in line with ths

coordination and harmonization activities of the United Nations

Department of Economic and Social Information for Policy Analysis

now being implemented in cooperation with the regional commissions,

and aimed at the development of a harmonized economic and social

information system. This, he said, will lead to the establishment

of data exchange facilities between the regional commissions, the

United Nations headquarters and other specialized agencies involved

in statistical data compilation. He informed the meeting that ECA

is currently studying data linkage possibilities and modalities

with the World Bank, IMF and UNCTAD and that the "creation of a

comprehensive data base in the region" is one of the primary

objectives of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action.

8. In conclusion, the Executive Secretary expressed his gratitude

to all the agencies, institutions and member States for their

cooperation and support and commended the role being played by the

conveners of the CASD Sub-committees. On behalf of the Commission,

he expressed appreciation and profound gratitude to the Untied

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) for the generous support
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support statistical development efforts in the region

of »!"■ fipnretariat (Agenda item 4)

under agenda item 6.

10 The Secretariat expressed its appreciation to Dr

the Secretariat whenever the opportunity arises.

the second meeting of the Committee had expressed the hope that a

Action for Statistical Development in Africa in the

12 The termination of this project has also brought about some
difficuttils with regard to support, which had been envisaged ol
the partieipation of the directors of Centres participating in the
Statistic"^Training Programme for Africa (STPA) at their eighth
biennial meeting which is scheduled to be held in December1993.
in view of the key role of the directors' meetings in the
cooperative development of teaching programmes in the African
region and in promoting research at the centres as well as in in-
serv!ce/middle level statistical training at national level, the
issue of funding for the eighth meeting had been put before the
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CASD Sub-committee on Training. The outcome of that effort, it was

stated, will be reported to CASD along with other matters dealt

with by the Sub-committee. Nevertheless, the Secretariat recalled

that the issue of funding had been, discussed at the fifth meeting

of the Directors of STPA Centres. At that time, the Centres were

advised that in line with the objective of self-reliance o;-: the
centres they should endeavour to mobilize resources tor

participation at the biennial meeting of directors.

13. The Secretariat informed the meeting that the termination of
the SDPA project had resulted in the loss to EGA of two advisers,

one in household surveys,, the other In statistical training; that

given the importance of those posts the Commission is making

efforts to get additional resources for statistics in the 1994-1995

Programme budget, both from the United Nations regular budget and

the regular programme of technical assistance. In this connection,

agreement has already been reached during recent discussions in New

York on decentralization of some resources from technical

cooperation programmes at UN Headquarters to the regi.onal
commissions.

14. Another issue which neods to be addressed is support to S1

Centres through the .provision of fellowships for training of

trainers, the recruitment at short-term lecturers in special 1 zed
areas as well as the provision of some equipment.

15. In the discussion that followed the presentation by the

Secretariat the following observations, comments and suggestions
were made:

(a) The restructuring process evolving at the. United Nations

is likely to create* a new system of technical cooperation

among funding organizations (UNDP, UNFPA, UNICEF, etc.)

with emphasis on programme rather than project oriented

approach. Such approach would necessitate clear

identification of the statistical component in the
programme. In this regard, the Secretariat was requested

to draw up,, for the next meeting of CASD concrete

proposals as to how to mobilize financial support from

funding agencies e.g. UNDP at country and regional 1.-avals

in support of statistical development.

(b) A suggestion was ovtde to tag on a statistics fee, fsay

0.5 per cent) to the cost of a national project e.g.

ports, roads, which would go towards statistical

development since most of these projects make use of

statistical data produced by the National Statistical

Service (NSO). This could be considered as payment for

services rendered by the MSOs.
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(c) It was imperative that the centres participating in the
Statistical Training Programme for Africa be self-

sufficient.

(d) There was not any likelihood that agencies which are
members of CASD would be in any position to provide
support for the participation of the directors of the

centres in their biennial meeting. In fact, some of the
agencies implement country-to-country arrangements.

(e) There was need for a more dynamic approach to the
financial resources of the centres. e.g. by charging
economic fees, etc. In this regard, it was noted that
charging economic fees may result in lower numbers of
students and consequently in the existence of centres

which function below capacity. The Committee noted that

there did not appear to be an immediate answer to the
problem, and suggested that the issue be discussed at the
Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and

Demographers (PSD). The point was mace that issues like
funding for the centres should first and foremost be
examined at the local level e.g. national, subregional
and regional level; thereafter, if need be, they could be

referred to outside bodies,

(f) A suggestion was made that contributions from the IPFs of
countries participating in a subregional centre could be

pulled to support that centre.

(g) The Committee noted that an evaluation of 10 years of
STPA Centres was undertaken in 1985, and that another

evaluation covering 15 years will be presented to the

eighth session of PSD in March, 1994.

(h) The Committee took note of the assistance that ILO has
been giving through the attachment of an adviser in the
UNECA Statistics Division in support of the African
Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP), and that
although ILO intends to continue such assistance, the

position was not yet clear given that SDPA project has
been terminated. In this connection, a report was made

that UNECA will continue to support AHSCP, despite the
termination of the SDPA project through the regular
budget and its UN regular technical cooperation

activities.

(i) It was recommended that although the second meeting of
CASD decided that the African National Statistical
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Services should be represented by the Chairperson of the

Bureau of PSD where she/he happens to be a statistician,

otherwise by the Chairperson of the Statistics Committee,

invitation to attend CASD meetings could, where

appropriate, be extended to some directors of NSOs who

could participate at their own expense.

Report from the Sub-Committees (Agenda item 5)

Sub-committcie on Organization and Management of National
Statistical Systems

16. A representative of ECA reported on the proceedings of the

first meeting of the Sub-committee on Organization and Management

of National statistical Systems which was held in March 1993 in

Washington D.C. The primary function of the Sub-committee of which

the World Bank and ECA are joint conveners are to facilitate

improvements to the management and organization of African

statistical systems. Among its immediate tasks, the Sub-committee

is expected to initiate a study on data dissemination policy in the

African countries, to document actual practices and experience of

countries initiating the NASD exercise and also to initiate a study

on organizational relationships between central statistical offices

and other elements of national statistical systems. With regard to

the proposal for the establishment of an annual seminar of

directors of national statistical services, it was considered that

this should not be on the Sub-committee's immediate agenda. The

tasks of the Sub-committee in this connection should be to support

and propose improvements to existing arrangements such as the

seminars of the Munich Centre, the scientific conferences of the
African Statistical Association and the Joint Conference of African

Planners, Statisticians and demographers.

17. It was felt that the membership of the Sub-committee should be

kept small, no more than 12 members. The joint conveners will look

into this question for the organization of future meetings of the
Sub-committees.

18. As most of the participants at the third CASD meeting also

attended the informal meeting of the Sub-committee held on 5 July

1993, it was felt that it was not necessary to re-open the debate

on the issues raised above. The CASD meeting adopted the

conclusions of the informal meeting as contained in the relevant

report which is attached as Annex 1 a.
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of

on data, P^f™3'^ ^ informat;lon on training, the meetxn,,
training. Due to ac^otxn ^ expanded to include

informed that the UJPf,. PV1 ' "■ . , programmes and needs analysis

*J:_:!Tl1.Mt^1.^: St^S %^'"V&ll of data and futur.
requirements.

21; in the discussion that followed, ^r-1 P«ti^ipant.

most salient were as follows*:

prevailing circumstances. He observed that training is- Uiyh
^^ oopration of a dynamic nature which renders it diflLco.lt
pS wit a high degree of certainty, future n,eas

Th'fbeing the case, he said that ISPC attaches wuch
I^ the role aelng played by the sub-comtxttee on

The proposal to conduct, a survey to assess the demand for and
supply of statistical, information was welcomed. It .as

oteerled, however, that there had been *™la? f*™*'** ^a
an I that it was necessary that the report of the .rortho.iu.ing
aurvS integrates the findings of the previous surveys;
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(c) The feeling was expressed that perhaps the regional training

centres have been much spread out. The aim should br* to

create centres of excellence rather than proliferate second

class centres. That, rotwithst&nding the view that trailing

at regional centres are :.:ost-effactive, the perennial problem

of funding for those centres dictates the need for some

■training to be undertaken at the national level;

(d) The opportunity of delivering training alo:ng the line, of

Technical Cooperation araong Developing Countries (TCDC) slould

be seized whenever possible. The Indian Agricultural

Statistics Institute was cited as art example of possible

training institutions which could be used.,

(e) The Sub-committee intends; to prioritize its activities after

it has taken accounts of: the coot of the proposed, activities

and draw up a time table for their implementation; the

activities will take .account not only of public but also

private sector needs; fae Sub-committee does not intend to

limit its training activities to institutions in Europe and

Africa but will consider training centres outside thos£> two

continents; training would be ^tailored" to the specific needs

of countries, with subsidiarity as a guiding principle.

(f) The Sub-committee was of the view that the planned exercise of

evaluation of the 15 years o£ STPA was an excellent :Idsa.

However, while it would not wish to be very much involved in

the task, it could help review any questionnaire prepared for

the evaluation and provide any available documentation on
related issues.

(g) In reply to a question on the report of the Sub-commit.tee:

Possible Lines ...of._.Act:L_cn [Annex l(c) ] , page 2 B.I, 1, 3, a

representative of the Sab-committee said that the intention

waa to start training at the lower level and build up to a

higher level following the concept of subsidiarity,, That

notwithstanding, ful 1 account wouId be taken o.f tlie stat e of

statistical development in the country: some countries may

not require much training at ths middle level™

(h) That in assessing tra In ing netsds it 1 s iraporta nt to take

account of absorptive capacity.

(i) On the issue of whether the Sub-committee on Training, or

indeed the other Sub-committees should consider fund raising

for statistical development in general, it was recalled that

the understanding had been that they should help CASD in the

exercise. However, Boti.e participants emphasized that the

raison d'etre for establishing the CASD and its Sub-committees

was coordination not fund-raising. Nevertheless, fund-raising



s-s:

participate in the work of CASD.

reliance and self-sufficiency.

recalled that UNSTAT had, during

ssHfs

Sevelopment (CASD) (ECA/STAT/CASD.2/92/7 para. 27)

Eri;r,TK.;.vsiJ
care of the issue of funding for the meeting.

connection, a representative ot the Sub cctokiitoc

indicated™*it- activities could be looked at within tna
framework of the Lome Convention.

(„) The meeting accepted the aims, objectives and terrcs of
( reference of the Sub-committee on Traxmng.

22 The report of the first meeting of the sub-Cwmittee on Data
Processing which was held in Stockholm, Sweden on June x and 2,
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1993, was presented by a representative of the convener of the Sub

committee, Statistics Sweden. Eleven representatives from 9
agencies participated in the Sub-Committee meeting-

23. That meeting, elaborated (a) the draft Terms of Reference
discussed during the second meeting of CASD, (b) prepared a work
programme for 1993/94 and (c) adopted conelus ions and

recommendations to be reported to the third meeting of CASD.

24. It was reported that the Sub-Committee had reviewed the

current situation in data processing in Africa and data base
development in general, and has adopted a work programme which is

based on the biennial ECA survey on Electronic Data Processing
(EDP) Centres and experts in Africa. Furthermore, the Sub-

Committee encourages interchange of experiences and disseminates
information on training opportunities in data processing.

25. The following conclusions and recommendations were adopted by
the Sub-Committee on Data Processing:

(a) The Sub-committee recognised that it was to &orve a^ the

platform for coordination and harmonization of
statistical data processing activities and developments
in the region.

(b) In view of the rapid changes in information technology,
the Sub-committee agreed that its terms of reference

should remain dynamic and be reviewed from time to time

in order to adapt it to prevailing conditions,

(c) The meeting agreed that development and implementation of

norms and standards relating to statistical data

processing sshould be promoted so as to facilitate data

exchange between national, regional and international
sources and systems.

(d) The Sub-committee was of the opinion that due to the

technological and resource conditions prevailing in the

African region, new systems should be developed along an

"open-system" approach based on modular expansion.

(e) While the Sub-Committee recognised the long-term

responsibility of making regional and international

databases available for on-line access, it was felt that

other data transfer means, which are equally efficient,

cheaper and easy to adopt, such as diskettes, CD-]

etc., should be utilized for frequent access and la]
scale data transfer.
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ensure long-terB retention and career development of

professionals.

ppflional training programmes in the area of statistical
dlta processing Should be harmonized to ensure course
contents, coverage and funding sources etc.

through the "clearing house- (UNECA) and in this respect
its detailed functions and responsibilities should be

spelled out.

(i, The B^co^^r^^'^^^^^^^S an
fmLr^step i^es^blishTnga benchmark for the
region However, due to the rapid changes in Information
Technology (IT), the contents, frequency and methods of
data collection in this survey should be periodically

reviewed.

Ml The group recognized the importance of keeping abreast of
<D) I? developments, including developments relating to

ElectronicPData Interchange (EDI) standards considered of
relevance to the Sub-committee's activities.

mmmmmmsecretarial v\u require additional resources if its mandate
includes evaluation of softwares.

was pointed out that emphasis should be given to

§S!sSS
softwares are preferable to tailor-made ones.

regard, an observation was made that the ECA-EDP
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is designed to serve different users. Even though it was

originally designed to collect information for preparing the

Directory of African EDP Centres and Experts, there are sections in
it relating to micro-computers, networks, inventory of statistical
softwares and data bases.

29. It was mentioned that if due attention is not given to prior

planning and to proper statistical design and procedures for
handling data inputs, there will be adverse effect on the EDP

output. It was recalled that this aspect is mentioned in the

report as the inter-relationship of man and machine but will be
made more explicit.

30. With regard to the membership of the Sub-committee, proposals

were made to include ISPC, the Munich Center, the Viena Centre as

well as some directors of data processing units of African

statistical services. CASD was informed that invitations to

participate in the Sub-committee meeting were sent to some 3 0

organizations but only 9 were able to participate. The convener

added that even though the Sub-committee is of good size and covers

all fields of competence, effort will be made to include more

interested agencies in the membership. The representative of

UNSTAT stated that UNSTAT was also representing UNDP in the

Stockholm Sub-committee meeting.

31. The CASD Committee approved the Terms of Reference of the Sub

committee and agreed to holding the next meeting of the Sub

committee in Addis Ababa prior to the joint Conference of PSD. The

questions of operational support by the CASD secretariat and inter

facing with other sub-committees were deferred to be discussed
under other agenda item.

Sub-Committee on Research, Methods and Standards

32. The representative of UN Statistical Division (UNSTAT)

informed the meeting that UNSTAT regretted that it had not been
possible for it to convene a meeting of the Sub-committee on

Research Methods and Standards prior to the third meeting of CASD.

This was essentially due to UNSTAT's deep involvement in the Review

of the Global Statistical System which had to be considered by the

Statistical Commission at its 26th Session in March 1993; and the

follow-up action which has to be finished by September 1993.

33. It was reported that UNSTAT considered (a) exchange of

information on Archives of the participating agencies; (b) mutual

exchange of information on respective on-going programmes of

research in methods and standards amongst the agencies and

institutions which had expressed a desire to participate in the

Sub-committee; (c) initiation of relevant programmes in the field
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of research in methods and standards at the centres participating

in Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STPA); and (d)

securing funding support for the concerned centres to undertake

such research - as the four focal points of the work programme for

the Sub-committee.

34. It was also noted that UNSTAT was planning to write to all the

prospective members of the Sub-committee inviting their comments on

the proposed work programme for the Sub-committee and a brief

description of their respective on-going and planned programmes on

research in methods and standards which have a bearing on Africa.

It was hoped that this information would enable UNSTAT to develop

draft terms of reference and draft work plan for the Sub

committee^ consideration. This information would be exchanged

amongst the prospective members culminating in a meeting of the

Sub-committee before the fourth meeting of CASD.

35. The ILO representative expressed his disappointment that there

had as yet been no meeting of the Sub-Committee on Research,

Methods and Standards. He noted that the only document which had

been presented to the main committee in respect of this important

Sub-committee was the draft Terms of Reference which the ILO had

prepared in November 1992 with inputs from UNSTAT. He was

sympathetic that UNSTAT had a heavy workload but felt that it

should have been possible for UNSTAT to convene a meeting of the

Sub-committee before now, for example immediately before the

current meeting of the CASD main committee. He looked forward to

an early announcement of the first meeting of the Sub-committee.

36. Since no written report was presented by the Sub-committee,

the meeting requested the representative of UNSTAT to provide a

summary of his statement to the secretariat and to also revise the

draft Terms of Reference of the Sub-committee so that the

secretariat can produce a brochure which comprises the TORs of all

the Sub-committees.

37. It was reported that the membership of the Sub-committee

consisted of those agencies which were mentioned in para 31 of the

Report of the 2nd meeting of CASD. However, a suggestion was made

to include one STPA Centre.

Topics of Common Interest to all Sub-committee

3 8. The meeting identified the topics of common interest to all

Sub-committees as: Operational Support of CASD Secretariat;

interfacing between committees; and coordination of activities of

the Sub-committees.
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39. The following were among the observations, comments and
suggestions made;

(a) Activities of CASD and its sub-committees are, of course, very
related; they may even overlap. Therefore there is the need

for appropriate and effective coordination mechanism to be
established. ECA, as the Secretariat of CASD should
participate in the work of all Sub-committees. TheSecretariat
confirmed that it is prepared to undertake specific tasks if
requested by any of the Sub-coramittees, within resources
available to it.

(b) To be able to fully and effectively perform its tasks, the

Secretariat of CASD located within the Statistics Division of
UNECA needs to be strengthened, as it must provide the

intellectual leadership and necessary guidance and play the
central role in the implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan of

Action, and its Strategy, for Statistical Development in
Africa in the 1990s. In this regard, the activities of the
Secretariat of CASD must form an integral part of UNECA
regular programme of work. Appropriate and adequate resources
should be made available for this work.

(c) It was noted that the CASD sub-committees are already a

valuable resource to ECA for the implementation of the Addis

Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development in Africa in
the 1990s. The sub-committees are already identifying the

issues and trying to put them in proper perspectives.

(d) It was stressed that one of the fundamental problems of

development in Africa today is inadequate institutional
capacity. The Strategy for implementation of the Plan of

Action for statistical development must ensure that
institutional development does in fact take place; UNECA was
identified as one of those institutions which needs to be
adequately developed and provided with the necessary resources

for it to function properly and more efficiently. UNECA must

have credibility, and CASD would like to see the institution
take its rightful place. One of the principles of the Plan of

Action is that XECA should be recognized as the key regional

institution responsible for the development and promotion of
statistics in Africa1.

(e) The meeting was informed that efforts are being made to

strengthen UNECA and make it more efficient so as to be able

to have a better impact on its member States which are the

targets of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action for statistical

development. UNECA has made proposal to UN Headquarters for

a new regular budget post in the area of statistical
development which, if approved by the UN General Assembly,
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will strengthen 1*. ^f^^^.W

tfcunniua.L w« K , this arrangement, a p

cox^issxons i^o'ant^tion and management of national
BSl£i™icaT "stem? Ejected to be made available at £CA

The agencies P^^ft In CAST.££££*£•£ ^^
to support and assist UN...CA i,.-. tne *™P 2 nt in Africa in

^f ^ °f^r^ ^-V^1";^ f« CHHOX to
play the leading role.

Item 6)

40, The item

^eSlat^t was recall** cnac uu» -» . ™ ;^at'-meetim| dli

SS5S.
draft study, the result o... rfji-t.-

Monitoring Statistical Developmen

J»5^rSSS:

^ 4.4,.^ ^i- t-hp c-«crPtariat observed that the
41 The representative ol trie jcirewn ..„,.,, f

u Jlvi« fnr the establishment or bat.el.mfe!

(i) implementation of the Pla . <-'l Act --.(•-' franhSVOrk

"/
tries to o] cup "f^i^--? *:ir+^ <->f -a r.ountrv; indicators relating
namely: basic statical ,,u • -i ^i ^ "indicators relat:,ng to
to the objectives of the Pic.n. of .■^"&"'.q"* f the plaT1 of Action.
the recommendations in the ^>ie-i^- "-pl ' ^f Act|on will, inter

Monitoring the inpl^n^Y^ r-ouiirri^ I'ii carried" out „
aiiSr entail assessing wn-i• iJ;- ;' "; ^ clt:»ve]ope<i statistical

assessment and the extent t-j ^Uljl1 L * -*«-r t-ho nniitical ani
plans. It will also be necessary tt* as9e.** T.nt to.,.Lu.. .
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resource commitments by governments as a measure of the levr-t.1 of
priority accorded to statistical development; to monitor the flow
and usage of donor assistance; and assess and monitor actions -;:aken

at various levels (national,, regional and. global), in the areas
spelt out in the Plan o:: Action and the Strategy for its
implementat ion.

42. In inviting CASD to discuss the Framework, the representative
underscored the need for critical examinations of the Framework, in

particular Annex IV - Indicators for monitoring the objectives of
the. Plan of Action and Appendices 1 and 2 - Survey on the

Statistical Development of African Countries; Questionnaire for
National Statistical Services. Members of CASD and ail persons,
agencies and institutions were Invited to fax comments and
suggestions for improvement, of the Framework no latfcr than 15
September 1993 to:

Chief, Statistics Division and
Secretary, CASD

Statistics Division

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Fax 251-1-51 44 16

43. In the discussion that ensued, it was observed that since the

Framework was at the time available only in English it would be

more meaningful for participants to submit detailed observations,
comments and suggestions in writing by 15 September 1993. The

meeting recognized the vast extent and complexity of the task and

congratulated the Consultant for H/ork well done1., It requested

that the following actions b<3 taken bf.fore the document is revised:

(a) The Framework should be translated into French,.

(b) It should be distributed to Directors of statistics offices in

UNECA member States (who should circulate it to other

colleagues working in statistics) for their reaction.

(c) The questionnaires (Appendices l and 2 of the Framework)
should include a section which is addressed to users of

statistical data in tie country e.g. Ministry of Planning,

etc. since any meaningful evaluation of statistical

development must take 2ognizance of the views of the users.

In this connection, it was suggested that the part/section of

the questionnaire(s) addressed to users of statistical data at

the national level should be routed through the Director of

the National Statistical Office,.



(d) The questionnaires should be edited. The *«Pr««"tat*™ °*
Statistics Sweden indicated that his agency would be pleased

to assist in the exercise.

re) Thought should be given to designing a simpler questionnaire
for UNECA member States where the statistical service is small
and not well developed. e.g. the Portuguese-speaking
countries, which may experience difficulties in completing the

questionnaire in its present form.

an S+**--* sties Day (Agenda item 7)

44 The background document for the discussion on the agenda item
was: African Statistics Day (ECA/STAT/CASD.3/93/5).

45. In the introduction by the Secretariat, it was recalled that,
in its appeal to African Governments, the Addis Ababa Plan of
Action for Statistical Development in Africa in the, 19i J*
recommended that the Economic Community of West Afric^ ^
"ECOWAS's 18th of November (Statistics Day) should b* adoptee* ^c
African Statistics Day in order to increase public awarer-ss ror

the important role which statistics play in all aspects oi social
and economic life". It was also recalled that the eighteenth
meeting of African Ministers responsible for economic planning And
development invited member States to declare 19 Novembo; «Air:.can
Development Information Day". One of the ob3?ctiveS of *.nat aay is
to make decision-makers aware of the role of information in support
of economic management and planning for national development ana
its role in fostering African economic integration. sines i.ne

celebration of African Statistics Day started in 1990, the ECA has
on each occasion prepared and disseminated publicity materials to
member States in the form of Press release and posters. Ir: 1992,
a sinale press release was issued to commemorate African Statisci^s

Day and African Development Information Day to reflect the
complementarity of the two celebrations.

46 The representative said that some member States reported on
their activities in celebration of African Statistics Day, the
latest of such reports having come from Egypt and Burkina Faso,
The activities have included press release, T.V. programmes,

colloquium, T-Shirts, exhibitions of statistical publications etc.
Further in its proposal for the celebration in 1993 of the two
occasions, the Ministers in Charge of Planning of Burkina Faso has
written to the Executive Secretary of ECA to suggest that the
directors of African national statistical services as well as
interested agencies and other partners in African statistical
development meet in Ouagadougou in November 1993. The Executive
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Secretary has written to the Minister welcoming the suggestion and

inviting the Minister to send him his proposals.

47. The matter had been brought before CASD in its capacity as the

body mandated to monitor all activities within the framework of the

Addis Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development in Africa in

the 1990s. The Committee was requested to discuss the following

issues:

(a) Participation of African countries: Possible utilization of

country programmes supported by donors (bilateral or

multilateral agencies);

(b) Programme for the celebration: (i) proposals from the CASD

members; (ii) possible sources of financial support for the

implementation of the programme;

(c) Possible contributions of the agencies participating in CASD.

48. In the discussions that ensued, several participant;,

underscored the importance of the celebrations to m-.-.i>., hf.r. ic.&t\

Statistics Day and African Development Information way* Such.

celebrations offered great opportunities to increase public

awareness for the important role which statistics play in

development efforts, and advance the state-of-the-art. Further the.

following points were mades

(a) Activities in observance of the two days which would involve

movement of participants from one country to another would be

expensive. Such expense would not be justified by reasons of

social activities only; the meeting should also deal with

scientific issues in the area of statistics and information

development.

(b) Also, the present state of statistical development in most

countries of Africa leaves much to be desired; consequently,

directors of national statistical services should give maximum-

attention to the further development of their services and

less to social celebrations which would take place at a level

far removed from the public in whom it is intended to create

the awareness for the important role of statistics in all

aspects of social and economic life. Attention should be

focused on the objectives of African Statistics Day and

African Development Information Day.

(c) Activities organized in one country in observance of the two

Days, and which bring together participants from outside of

that country, should have a positive impact on the other

African countries.
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(d) Africa has many key figures in sports. Those players could be
used to create public awareness in statistics, for example, by

attaching some * catch phrase' onto their sports costume.

Also, a video film on African statistical development could be

made. The film could be such that it could be used by
different African countries, as it would be costly if done
specifically for one country. Excellent initiatives and
materials for such a film already exist in some of the
countries; agencies which would like to be associated with the
development of such a video film were invited to indicate
their willingness to the Secretariat of CASD. One delegate
expressed the view that the idea of making a video could be
very involving and that it should be given serious

consideration,

(e) CASD expressed its willingness to support appropriate national

statistical activities.

(f) In this connection, the Director, International Relations and
Cooperation, National Institute of Statistics, Portugal,

informed the Committee that his institute would be prepared to

assist in reproducing the Portuguese version of publicity
material in observance of African Statistics Day etc. The

Committee thanked the Director for the offer of assistance and
indicated that, it would be appreciated if the assistance could
be given starting with the 1993 preparations for the

celebration of African Statistics Day. Other agencies were
invited to consider whether they would like to prepare

statistical material which could be used in promoting public
awareness in the African countries.

(g) There was consensus that it was too late in time for CASD to

give more than moral support to the proposal from Burkina Faso

for the celebration in November 1993.

(h) That the proposed celebrations were very close to that of the
biennial meeting of the African Statistical Association (AFSA)

in 1994 in Harare, Zimbabwe as well as the meeting of the
Institute of Statisticians (IQS) also scheduled to take place

about the same time at the same venue. That efforts of

African statistics should now be concentrated on those

forthcoming meetings. The Committee was informed that UNECA

secretariat is ready to send a delegation to the 1993

celebrations in Burkina Faso if they are organized and the

secretariat is invited; the hope was expressed that if
agencies are also invited to the celebrations they would

endeavour to participate.
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Anv Other Business (Agenda item 8}

(i) FjmgASental^Pxinci^le^of official statistics

49. The representative of INSEE drew the attention of CASD to
what he said was a critical issue in the area of statistics, i.e.
actions of some governments to try to interfere in and stop the
publication of results from enquiries which they perceive not to be
in their best interest. He said that such actions do deter
statistical development in situations where the data have been
professionally and scientifically obtained, and he felt that CASD
should know the views of African Statisticians on the issue.

50. The representative further stated that it was the concern
about such actions that resulted in Decision C(47) on Fundamental
Principles of Of£icial_...Statistics in the Region of the Economic
Commission for Europe which was considered by the twenty-seventh
session of the United Nations Statistical Commission in
February/March 1993. That the Statistical Commission having "noted
that the Conference of European Statisticians was of the opinion
that the decision was of universal significance" requested regional
commissions to obtain the opinions of the statistical offices of
their member States concerning the possible application and
usefulness of the principles at the regional and global levels.

51. The representative stated that it would be useful to know how

UNECA was going to get the views of its member States on Decision
C(47) . He suggested that the issue be put on the agenda of the
eighth session of PSD and that it be taken up at the political
level as well.

52. In reply the representative of the Secretariat of CASD said

that UNECA had sent copies of the Decision C(47) to all the

statistical services in member States inviting their views and

opinions. Replies were received from 50 per cent of the member
States in which they expressed strong support for the Decision.
Some member States did indicate that they were already implementing

some aspects of the Decision. Those replies have been sent to the

United Nations Statistical Division which will prepare a document
on the issue for discussion at the Statistical Commission's Working
Group on International Statistical Programmes and Coordination
Scheduled for September 1993. Further, EGA will consider inclusion

of Decision C(47) in the agenda of the eighth session of PSD.

53. In connection with this issue, the representative of CESD -
Lisbon suggested that his institution could assist in publicising
Decision C(47) by reproducing it in Portuguese in its newsletter
which is circulated among Portuguese-speaking African countries.

(ii) Ng-eds_assessment_and_strategy_deyeilgprnent (NASD)
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54 The representative of UNSTAT drew the attention of CASD to a

project, "Programme Support to the National Statistical Support
System" of Nigeria. He said that UNSTAT is assisting in the
exercise by providing a Consultant. Unlike the Kenyan NASD
exercise, the Nigerian study will not only involve a needs
assessment and strategy development but will also highlight areas

in which external support would be needed. The study when
completed should be of interest to CASD.

(iii) Next meeting of CASD

55. It was decided that the next meeting of CASD will take place
on*28 and 29 March 1994 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, immediately after
the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and
Demographers scheduled from 21 - 26 March 1994 at the same venue.
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1. The informal second meeting of the CASD sub-committee on
Organization and Management of National Statistical Systems
was organized by the UNECA Statistics Division during the
afternoon of 5 July 1993 in the Committee Rooms 2 and 3 of the
Africa Hall, Addis Ababa.

2. The meeting was attended by representatives of ADB; CESD;

EASTC; EUROSTAT; ILO; INSEE; ISAE; ISPC; OAU; UNECA; UNFPA;

UNSTAT; WHO; the World Bank and the national statistical

agencies of Ethiopia; Kenya; Norway and Sweden as shown in
sub-Annex la.I.

3. The meeting was opened by Mr* Robin Andrianasolo, Chief of
UNECA Statistics Division, who also chaired the meeting.

4. The Chairman provided an overview of the objectives of the

meeting and reminded the participants regarding the tasks

identified in the Washington meeting (4-5 March 1993) of the
Sub-Committee. The Chairman appreciated that the rcain CASL-

meeting during the next two days, had prcvld-ri. this
opportunity for convening of this informal meeting,

5. The proceedings of the first meeting of the sub-corauittee as

well as the "Guidelines for Needs Assessment and Strategy

Development (NASD)" were distributed as background documents.
The following agenda was adopted:

AGENDA

(i) Introductory remarks by the UNECA representative and
adoption of agenda.

(ii) Dissemination of Guidelines for Needs Assessment and
Strategy Development (NASD).

(iii) Experience of Kenya in conducting a NASD exercise.

(iv) Proposed studies "Data dissemination policy in African

countries" and "Organizational relationships between
statistical offices and other members of national

statistical systems": implementation plan.

(v) Any other business, including membership of the sub
committee .
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II. DISSEMINATION OF GUIDELINES FOR NEEDS
ASSESSMENT AND STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT fNASD)

6 The secretariat reported that the guidelines both in English
and French had been prepared and distributed to various
concerned agencies as well as national statistical offices of
the African region, while the Portuguese version of the

document was not yet ready. It was also reported that
numerous comments, from different agencies, concerning NASD

had been considered while finalizing the document. Copies of
both the English and French versions of the Guidelines were

also distributed to the participants.

7 Responding to certain questions, the secretariat reiterated
that the document was a dynamic one and will be revised

periodically in the light of fresh experiences.

8 Some of the agencies showed willingness to disseminate the

document through their own respective channels. The
secretariat promised to provide these agencies with sufficient

number of copies of the document.

9 UNSTAT representative expressed fears that recently UNDP had
moved to a "programme approach", as opposed to a "project
approach", relating to development issues of the region.
Consequently, these development programmes may fail to provide
a comprehensive coverage for development of statistics at the
national level. He further expressed that statistical issues
may get lost amongst wider macro-economic policy issues.

10. While allaying the above fears, the chairman expressed hope
that NASD ought to cover as comprehensive areas and
applications of statistics, relating to national economies, as
possible in order to cater for coordinated development of

statistical systems rather than through "piece-meal" approach.

III. EXPERIENCE OF KENYA IN CONDUCTING A NASD EXERCISE

11. The representative of the Kenyan Central Bureau of Statistics
(CBS) and current chairman of the Conference of African
Planners, Statisticians and Demographers (PSD) provided a
summary presentation of Kenya's recent experience in
conducting a NASD exercise. He reported that high-level
under-secretaries were appointed members of a Task Force which
conducted interviews with professionals from all the
ministries as well as nineteen other organizations, covering
both public and private sectors. Needs were split^ in
different groups, i.e., macro-economics, statistics,
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demography, environment, natural resources etc. The project

was designed to collect, process and disseminate the results

as well as to appraise the corresponding resources needed to
accomplish the tasks thus identified. It was reported that
the exercise thus far had taken three months.

12. It was reported that a donor agency to fund this exercise was

identified through the World Bank. Mr. R. Pember, ILO expert
based at UNECA Statistics Division, provided valuable

assistance in going through various relevant documents. Mr.

Singh of UNSTAT also had a chance to review these documents
and he too had provided his opinion.

13. It was also reported that the resulting report would be around

3 00 pages. The document still needed thorough editing before

it could be released. It was expected that it could be

finalized by the end of July 1993. This report will highlight
the priority issues which will help in formulation of urgent
needs and their relevant emphasis.

14. Some of the issues which had come to light through this

exercise were: need to revise the Statistics Bill of 1951;

need to restructure the CBS; allocation of priority for the

statistical service at least at par with the other services

engaged in national planning; wide existing gap between the

producers of data (CBS) and the users; insufficient dialogue

between users and producers; need for the other agencies to

share some of the functions of the statistical agency etc.

15. It transpired that full NASD exercise needed relatively large

amount of resources and work planning and consequently a needs

assessment relating to selected economic sectors may be more

easily mounted. It also became apparent that in order to stay

in line with dynamically changing socio-economic issues, it

was necessary to revise statistical development plans on

continuous basis through regular monitoring of the prevailing
circumstances.

16. It was noted by ILO and the World Bank that although Kenya

currently was the only country engaged in a fully-fledged NASD

exercise, other countries of the region were in the process

of, or about to €>mbark upon smaller scale NASD applications.

Chad, Mali and Cote d'lvoire were cited as some of these

countries. The World Bank representative elaborated that in

certain cases it may not be possible to conduct a wide-ranging

exercise and it may prove fruitful to opt for certain aspects

of their needs taking into account individual characteristics
of these countries.
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17. In respect to the question of the foreseen impact of the
assessment, particularly on the status of CBS, its problems,
coordination of external assistance and training etc., the

Kenya representative expected that:

(a) Training advances, which had since 1984 been achieved,
had been noted in the document and it was hoped that the

trend will continue;

(b) The status of CBS will be elevated and problems relating
to resource allocation, etc., will be takled on equal

"footing" with the other departments, and CBS profile

will be raised;

(c) Through statistical development plans, Kenya will be able
to coordinate foreign assistance much more effectively

and CBS will be able to play a major role in preparation

of "development packages".

18. As regards dissemination of the Kenya NASD experience, the
meeting agreed that while the full report was necessary for
the Kenyan government decision-makers, methodological aspects

of the report would also be useful for the other countries who
may be able to adopt some of the techniques to their own

circumstances. Need was also expressed for an executive
summary as well as smaller version of the report dealing with
the methodological issues for a wider dissemination. It was

reported however that an executive summary would be an

integral part of the main report which will be released around

end of July 1993.

19. Finally, the Chairman thanked the Kenya representative for

sharing Kenya's experience at this forum and summarized that:

(a) The full document will be available around end of July

1993, but only limited copies will be produced;

(b) When the document is cleared by the Kenyan authorities,
the executive summary can also be disseminated to a wider

audience;

(c) If resources permit, a third document summarizing the
methodological aspects and guidelines drawn from the

Kenyan experience may also be produced; this document can

serve as update to the NASD guidelines;

(d) The above documents, once cleared for circulation may be

distributed through electronic media except those parts

of the major report which comprise attachments.
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IV* EEQPOSEP gTUDIES__ON "DATA DISSEMINATION POT.TCY IN AFRICAN
COUNTRIES" AND "ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CENTRAL

STATISTICAL OFFICES ANp_^TJHEJg__MEMBERS_OF NATIONAL STATISTICAL

20. The secretariat reported that draft NASD monitoring tables had
been operationalized and these needed to be updated and
distributed by the World Bank. The other important task
identified during the first Sub-Committee meeting in
Washington was initiation of studies relating to
organizational and dissemination policy issues.

21. It was reported that the World Bank will prepare a paper on
data dissemination policy while UNECA will undertake a study
dealing with organizational relationship issues. Results of
these studies were expected to be made available by the next
sub-committee meeting during the first quarter of 1994„

22. Statistics Sweden and some other members of the CASD/DP sub
committee commented that major aspects of dissemination,
particularly technical issues, were part of the
responsibilities of the DP sub-committees.

23. Through the ensuing discussions it transpired that there

existed certain overlap regarding the issue of statistical
dissemination., it was recognized that data processing
included preparation of dissemination products and all the
technical, software and methodological issues related to
preparation and distribution of these products were forte of
the DP Sub-committee. However, various policy issues were the
concern of the Organization Sub-committee.

24. Finally, it was agreed that the paper will discuss both policy
as well as technical issues and the DP Sub-committee will be

closely involved, regarding its area of specialization. It
was agreed that the paper should inter alia look at policy

issues concerning confidentiality, legal aspects, pricing,
dissemination of micro data, wider target groups, modes of
presentation (graphs/tables, etc.), and technical issues
relating to electronic data interchange, selection and
preparation of dissemination products, modes of data
distribution and direct-access aspects, etc.

25. ISPC showed willingness to participate in future studies
relating to dissemination issues.
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The crunch of the problem was identified as the ability of
ISd-u«« (statistician/non-statisticians) to have easy access
to the desired level of data aggregations and Lhat
dissemination products should make it possible for the target

user groups.

a

77 Various participants questioned: the size of the sub-
co^ittee* its Composition; and its viability as a separate
wTcomnittee. Soae observed that the size of the sub
committee was too big and that membership ought to be
restricted to a reasonable size, say six to exght members.

2Hr After some debate, the meeting concurred that the tasks of
this sub-committee were, significantly specitic and that Lh«se
coind not be handled through other sub-committees or the nain
Committee whose role was overall coordination ot the worx of
ail sub-committees. It was noted that there exited
sufficient grounds to keep this sub-committee, but to a more

restricted membership.

2Q if was also observed that the recent meetings of the sub-
committee had been "tailed" onto some other much i-srger
meetings. Hence these attendances did not reflect the true
Zeubership of the sub-committee. It was agreed novever that
the sub-committee should he. of a manageable size and liquid
be left to the convenors to implement this "restrictive"

membership.

-SO UNSEAT representative stressed that his agency, being ore of
" * the "premier agencies involved in statistical development,

wished to be represented in all the sub-committees of OUD.

31 The World Bank, as co-convenor of the sub-committee, expressed
wHJingness to host the next meeting and it was agrecri to
leave it to the CASD secretariat/convenors to take necessary

steps to establish "regular" and active membership of tais

sub-committee.
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32. Finally, the Chairman thanked all the participants and

particularly Mr. MwaniJti, the Kenyan representative who was
planning to retire soor, The Chairman hoped that Mr. Mwaniki

will continue to play active role in development of statistics
in the region.

33. There being no additional matters to discuss the meeting
closed around 6.00 p.m.
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COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON AFRICAN STATISTICAI1, DEVELOPMENT

SUB-COMMITTEE ON TRAINING

AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND TERMS OF 'REFERENCE

1. The development of statistical systems in Africa on the supply

of appropriately trained staff.

2. There are three levels of basic training; sub-professional,

first degree or equivalent, arid specialist posrtgradaate.

3. In addition to basic training, all staff will require in-

service, non-academic, applied training in technical and management
skills. Some knowledge will also be needed of the various fields

of statistical application smch as economics, environment, trjman
development, etc.

4. Suitable training opportunities should be developed in Africa,

although some use of non-African facilities is necessary now and

may continue for some years to come.

5. it is against this background that the; Sub-Committed on
Training should work.

Compos!tion

6. Members of and organisations represented in the Sub-Conunj 'ctee

have been invited because of their known interest in the subject of
training. The Sub-Committee will be Kept small, as membors will be
expected to contribute fully to all aspects of discussions.

7. The composition of the committee has been chosen to reflect a
variety of opinions and experiences, ::t will be seen from the list

of members attached that there are representatives of anglophone,

francophone and lusophone communities; training institutions in

Africa and Europe; African statistical services; Afirica
representatives and donors.

8. Members are invited to serve on the sub-committee for three

years;,. This period has b«en suggested so as to avoid making
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unreasonable demands on an individual's time, whilst allowing
reasonable continuity of membership and the opportunity tor the
sub-committee to make real progress.

g Thp sub-committee should xneet at least once a year,, in
principle twice a year and more frequently if the work programme
demands it and the available, budget permit it- Meetings should
normal!y be programmed so that an agreed report of activities ^ay
be made to the main committee on African Statistical Development.

10 It 5 s proposed that meetings should be held alternately in
Europe and Africa, subject to the availability of translation and

other facilities.

11 as agreed by the main Committee, Eurostat and ODA Statistics
Department willY provide the joint secretariat for the Sub-

itt

p

Committee.

12 Thf proposed aims of the Bub-committee are to promote and
roordin te training of African statisticians in order to respond in
ar> appropriate fashion to the needs of national statx.tical

iservices.

The following terms of reference are proposed;

to 'study the type and amount of training necessary to
adequately meet the present and future needs of diverse
national statistical systems, and the specific needs of
development projects.

to examine the present availability of such training in
Africa and elsewhere.

to suggest how existing training should be further
developed, and submit proposals to CASD..

to promote coordination of the various initiatives in

this area.
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COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON AFRICAN STATISTICAL DEVEkOF&EMT

SUB-COMMITTEE OH TRAINING

POSSIBLE LINES OF ACTION

A. INTRODUCTION

It would be useful to base any balanced consideration of the

training of statisticians in Africa on a few fundamental

principles, such as:

Matching the training to the long and short-tarm

National Statistical Departments for staff with various 1 :■ -rXs

of qualification.

Realism as regards the resources that can be mobilisedt taking

into account the current situation, in order to ensure long-

term sustainability by the African countries themselves.

Economy and coherence, in order to achieve the kos?, effective

use of the resources available, with complemert^arity and

subsidiarity as two possible guiding principles.

Efficiency, by using the most effective and suitable methods

and tools.

Information on initial and continuing training, in order to

achieve transparency of this "market".
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B.I NEEDS

AdaDtation to the NEEDS of the National Statistical Departments
presupposes sound knowledge of the latter. This knowledge of
statisticians' needs is obviously linked to knowledge of
statistical needs (needs assessment), a subject already discussed
in the CASD Management Sub-Committee (CASD/Management).

1.1 POSSIBLE ACTION: To coordinate a joint study with the
CASD/Management, comprising two parts:

- demand for statistical data

- need for trained statisticians

This will include an assessment of what type and volume of
training is needed to develop the required skills. A training
plan should be developed in the context of "needs assessments
and a work plan for the National Statistical Systems.

1 2 These needs should be clearly subdivided according .c the
various qualification levels and an estimate ic&ds of -" re

number of people to be trained at each level.

1.3 CASD/Training could give the following two areas priority if
restrictions mean that a choice has to be made:

- the quality of the results of the training (which means
that regular external monitoring would be necessary);

- basic training, ' ginning with the most elementary
qualification l«v«sls. Higher levels would gradually be

developed.

For the national statistical systems there is often a conflict of
interest between the production on that of high quality statistics
in the short and medium-term and the human and professional
development of staff in the medium and long-term. If training
plans were introduced, they could both serve as a useful management
tool and help motivate staff and further their development.
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»nrt ^3i^ing O"?™ should take into account the current situation
and the human and budgetary resources that can be made available in
the short term, without losing sight of the fact that any proposals
should be with a view to the African countries themselves taking
full responsibility for the projects in the long term in order to
ensure their sustainability. ^iwr to

2.1 FIRST POSSIBLE ACTIONS to carry out a survey of existing
training systems and schools, with details of the number of
students for each level of training, the corresponding budgets
(initial investment on infrastructure, infrastructure
maintenance costs, tuition and maintenance costs of students
etc.), and constraints faced by these systems and schools. '

2.2 SECOND POSSIBLE ACTION (with clear possibility for
combination with the first measure if coordinated): to carrv
out a survey of the aid programmes of the various fund
providers for each of the preceding points,

2.3 THIRD POSSIBLE ACTION: to carry out a survey of Directors of
National Statistical Institutes to evaluate the quantity and
quality of available training in meeting identified needs.

2.4 This work should be carried out with a view to the future
The purpose is not to dwell on past history, least of all oA
the failures and the reasons for them. These will be brought
up only if there is a danger of making the same mistakes in
the future. Instead, the studies should highlight past
successes (even if they are only limited) and analyze what
precisely the key elements of success were.

2.5 The desire for long-term sustainability by the African
countries themselves must result in special care being taken
£Le£f~fe f\ * ? solutions chosen are the most economic and
the best adapted to the local conditions. The studies should
for example, concentrate on solutions which use local
£? iteftUre and materials for infrastructure, technology

which damages the environment as little as possible and
organizations which work in symbiosis with local bodies.

The financial assessment of these solutions is necessary for
future decision-makers. y

2.6 One interesting aspect of these studies could be the analysis
of the advantages and disadvantages of involving public
decision-makers (central or local) and/or private decision-
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makers (private schools, sponsoring of public institutions,

dual training, etc.).

B.3 CONSISTENCY

The very essence of the CASD is the desire to LINK measures to the

resources available in order to make them as effective and

economical as possible.

Two guiding principles could be applied, as explained below.

3.1 The principle of SUBSIDIARITY could be particularly productive
in this area. Training should be carried out as closely as

possible to those involved rather than at higher levels (e.g.

national, regional, world, etc.)/ unless it is not viable to
provide it at the lower level or the gains in efficiency

clearly outweigh those of direct accountability.

3.2. POSSIBLE ACTION: A monographic comparative study on existing
cases of training carried out at different geographical or
sectoral levels. This would highlight - with a view to the

future - the advantages and disadvantages of the various
measures as regards financial aspects, the effectiveness of

results, the motivation of participants and symbiosis with the

social and economic environment-

3.3 The principle of COMPLEMENTARITY should be ensured where the

basic level cannot be used and where it is beneficial for

several countries or bodies to pool their efforts (or

impossible for them to do otherwise).

3.4 Any "contracts of association" that may be signed should be as

explicit as possible as regards costs (direct and indirect,
financial and political) and the advantages expected by each
party, so that, each side can be convinced of the usefulness of

the contract and can check that these advantages actually do

materialize.

3.5 The principle of balanced distribution of the various regional
training schemes among the various countries in the region (as
already practised in other fields by certain African regions)
could promote the spread of such contracts of association.

3.6 FIRST POSSIBLE ACTION: To study existing formal or informal

"contracts of association" in order to highlight the costs
and advantages of such contracts for each party and draw up a

framework which could be used for future contracts.
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3.7 SECOND POSSIBLE ACTION: to include an item on the

coordination of training schemes between countries or training
centres and also between donors, on CASD meeting agendas.
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B.4 EFFICIENCY

Given the increasingly severe cuts in the resources that ^can be

ratios.

4 l This area of research could perhaps be assigned to the
international fund providers in conjunction with the bodies or

countries most involved.

4 2 This work should not be allowed to waver from concrete,
operational matters and should be based on past experience.

It is fundamental that, just like financial and organizational
costs, the results obtained via different methods and tools

should be taken into account.

4 3 POSSIBLE ACTION: study of existing training methods and tools
for the various levels of qualification, including existing
and/or desirable combinations, and costs (initial investment,
active maintenance costs of this investment, cost of teaching

staff, any other costs).
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B.5 INFORMATION

Transparency of statistical training schemes in Africa (or in

connection with Africa) regarding initial and continuing training
(both long and short term), and the various qualification levels

requires the collection, analysis and timely dissemination of
INFORMATION on the subject.

5.1 FIRST POSSIBLE ACTION: Collect basic information on the key

providers of training (in Africa and elsewhere) which is
suitable for staff of national statistical systems.

5.2 SECOND POSSIBLE ACTION: Identify the institutions and bodies

(public, private, ...) who would benefit from receiving the
above information, and send the information to them.
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C. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of possible actions should be clearly subject to

five conditions:

(a) the prior evaluation of financial and organization costs;

(b) the availability of funds (for the proposed action not

STPA Centres);

(c) identification of an individual responsible for seeing
through the implementation of each action having taken
into account the opinion of all interested parties;

(d) timing;

(e) a clear commitment by African countries and CASD to the

implementation of the actions selected.

The above panoply of proposed "possible measures" is doubtless
incomplete and the Training Sub-Committee should make additions and
amendments. However, it is clear that possibilities do already
exist and resources can probably be made available.

It is therefore proposed that:

the measures proposed should be examined and amended

additions should be made

those which are considered the most important should be
selected, bearing in mind both needs and financial

constraints

the measures should be placed in order of priority for

timing purposes.

Annex: Possible lines of action

1. 1.1. To coordinate a joint study with the CASD/Management,

comprising two parts:

- demand for statistical data

- need for trained statisticians

This will include an assessment of what type and volume
of training is needed to develop the required skills. A
training plan should be developed in the context of
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"needs assessments'1 and a. work plan for the National

Statistical Systems,

2» 2.1 To carry out. a survey of existing training systems and

schools, with details of the number of students for each

level of training, the corresponding budgets (initial

investment on infrastructure, infrastructure maintenance

costs, tuition and maintenance costs of students, etc.),

and constraints faced by these systems and schools.

3. 2 -2 To carry out a »urv«y of the aid programmes of the

various fund providers for each of the preceding points.

4. 2-3 To carry out a survey of Directors of National

Statistical Institutes to evaluate the quantity and

quality of available training in meeting identified
needs.

5• 3.2 A monographic comparative study on existing cases of

training carried out at different geographical or

sectoral levels. This would highlight -- with a view to

the future - the advantages and disadvantages of the

various measures as regards financial aspects, the

effectiveness of results, the motivation of participants

and symbiosis with the social and economic environment.

6. 3.6 To study existing formal or informal "contracts of

association11 in order to highlight the costs and

advantages of such contracts for each party and draw up

a framework which could be used for future contracts,

?.. 3.,7 To include an item on the coordination of training

schemes between countries; or train ing centres and also

between donors,, on CASD meeting agendas.

fl- 4.3 Stutfy of existing training methods and tools foi the

various levels of qualification, including existing
and/or desirable combinations, and costs (initial

investment, active maintenance costs of this investment,
cost of teaching staff, any other costs)•

9. 5*1 Collect basic information on the key providers of

training (in Africa and elsewhere) which is suitable for
staff of national statistical systems.

10, 5.2 Identify the institutions and bodies (public, private,

.. =) who would benefit from receiving the above

information,, and r.Gnd the Information to then.
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I. TKTRODUCTION

1. The first meeting of the Data Processing sub-committee of the
Coordinating Committee on African Statistical Devcelopment (CASD)
was convened by Statistics Sweden and attended by representatives
£ African Development Bank (ADB); Organization for African Unity
Tom ; Economic Cooperation Organization for West African btates
ECOWAS); Southern African Development Council (SADC)? Institute

of Statistics and Applied Economics (ISAE), Makerere University;
Eastern Africa Statistical Training Centre (EASTC); Statistics
Sweden? United Nations Statistical Division (UNSTAT) and United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) as whovn xn Annex
II.

2 The meeting was opened by Mr. Jan Carling, Director General of
Statistics Sweden. Full text of his statement is contained in

Annex IV.

3 Statistics Sweden was unanimously elected to chair V-i®
meeting, while UNECA was elected as rapporteur of the proceea^ig^.

4 UNECA representative gave a brief overview of: The iiddis
Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development m Africa m the
1990s- strategy for implementation of the Plan? and Coordinating
Committee on African Statistical Development (CASD) and its bud-

committees.

5 The agenda was adopted as shown in Annex I. ^ThB list of
documents and computer products distributed is contained in Annex

III.

OF DRAFT TERM8_0g_REFSREKCE__0y THE SUB-COMMITTEE
II#

6 The meeting after extensive review and deliberations agreed on
the following Terms of Reference for the Sub-

Committee:

(a) TERMS OF REFERENCE

7. overall objective:

- To facilitate cost/efficient data processing functions

and procedures in statistical work.

Through:

- creation of comprehensive national statistical databases

in the region by the end of the century;
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- Promotion of ways and means of timely and fuller

dissemination of statistical information utilizing state-
of-the-art techniques;

- Promotion of statistical data processing norms and

standards, particularly those relating to data linkages
and interchange issues;

- Coordination with other regional and international groups

involved in statistical data processing harmonization.

8. Ends aimed at by the use of data processing in
statistics:

- Reliable statistics;

- Timely statistics;

Cost-efficiency in production of statistics;

- Capacity to handle large scale data collection and
compilation;

- Presentation of statistical results as required by users;

- Presentation of analytically oriented results based on
actual user requirements;

- Facilitate secondary retrieval of data and offer improved
flexibility in terms of ad hoc tabulation of results;

- Support efficient publication and dissemination of
statistical results;

- Promote wider use of statistics by offering user-friendly
EDP-systems.

9. Current bottlenecks in statistical data processing

- Hardware oriented problems in the form of limited access,

compatibility and maintenance, as well as problems

concerning the allocation between mainframe support and
use of PCs;

- Choice, acquisition and distribution of software systems
including selection of appropriate software and
preparation of tailor-made programmes (most software

product documentation is only available in English, while

also French, Portugese and Spanish versions are needed in
Africa);

- Portability issues (integration of basic data originating
from different sources and systems)

- General monitoring of the overall data processing
functions;

- Documentation of stored files and of the processing of
individual statistics;

- Data dissemination/distribution problems particularly
relating to creation of dissemination products through
electronic media as well as traditional printing;
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- statistical data processing organisation issues such as

availability of qualified staff and high staff turnover;
- Lack of efficient coomunication and cooperation between

the DP experts and the subject matter specialists.
- Limited practically-oriented training in data processing

due to lack of appropriate equipment and software.

(b) work Programme of the Sub-Committee

10 The sub-committee shall focus its efforts on coordination of
technical assistance in data processing, and to facilitate smooth
information exchange on data processing achievements in the region.
Further, promotion of norms and technical standards is to

constitute a central area of its work.

11. This will be achieved by means of:

- Participating in the biennial EGA survey of current

practices, problems and achievements in the use of data

processing for statistical work in Africa.

- Participating in the preparation of a report on the
current state-of-the-art, based on the above survey, and
discussions with actors in the field. This should include
commentary text on what is available in terms of primary
software systems and training facilities, main areas of

EDP-use, reference sites and field experience. An
inventory of statistical databases in Africa is also to

be produced based on the survey.

- Encouraging interchange of experiences in data
processing, both in terms of positive examples and of

actual problems encountered

- Promoting coordination and liaison for statistical data

processing training programs in the region, and(
dissemination of information on up-coming training
opportunities available for statistics data processing

staff in the region.

(c) Composition of the sub-Committee and actual activities

12 UNECA, UNSTAT, ECOWAS, SADC, OAU, IASE, EASTC and ADB will
constitute the active membership of the sub-committee. The World
Bank WHO and UNIDO have also expressed interest to participate in
the work of the Sub-Committee. Statistics Sweden has accepted to

act as convener.
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13. The Sub-committee is expected to meet about once a year.

Frequent and extensive bilateral and multilateral contacts woulid foe

maintained between meetings.

Ill- REVIEW OF THE CURRENT.SITUATION J3l_fiA!OL_£BS£EgSJJHJ

14. The contents of the 1991 issue of the Directory of Electronic

Data Processing (EDP) Centras and Experts in Africa, produced by

UNECA, as; well as its plans; for the forthcoming EDP survey were

presented. The meeting endorsed the adequacy and appropriateness

of the draft questionnaire to be used to gather information for the

1993 issue of the Directory. Problems relating to collection of

information including response! rate, frequency and depth of

questionnaire were debated. It was agreed that these issues should

foe tabled during the forthcoming CASD, and Joint Cor.ferenca of

African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers meetings and all

related fora requested to assist in improving the coverage at the

Directory.

15. Representative from Statistics Sweden, currently based at the

Nairobi National Statistics; Office, presented a paper covering

issues related to recent dztta processing situations both at: the

Zimbabwe Central Statistical Office (ZCSO) ., Apart from the

hardware/software issues the case; study discussed citreer

development prospects for the data processing professionals a:: the

statistical offices.

16. Representative from the Institute of Statistical and Applied

Economics (ISAE), Hakerere University, provided details related to

the ISAE training activities;, with particular reference to data

processing, since establishment of the Institute in 1969. The

representative cited two recent (1991 and 1992) workshop:?; in

statistical data processing organized by the Insititutf! as

appropriate to the African ^statistical development needs. iMot

withstanding problems relating to qualified staff, appropriate

computing equipment and funding, the ISAE plans to organize more of

such workshops; in the future.

17. SADC representative provided a brief o.I: its plans to develop

an harmonized: database re] at.ing to fifteen sectors in its ten

member States. The representative elaborated that although the

final product will be a ■tiulti-sejctoral database, it will foe

developed along a modular path,. The representative promised to

circulate the related working papers to the sub-committtae members.
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18. Representative from the African Development Bank provided a
diaest o^ activities related to development of its statistical
database called ADB-STATS. It was stated that the database,
developed through d-Base IV and Clipper and stall in its test
phase, will comprise of multi-sectoral time series (between :t.96O-

1995) relating to all its member States.

19 UNECA representative provided details relating to its multi-
sectoral time series Regional Statistical Data Base {ECA--RSDB) .
The representative also gave details relating to data gathering,
maintenance as well as dissemination through its publications and
other means. The representative reminded the meeting that, the
Commission was mandated with the responsibility of statistical
dissemination in the region. He also gave a brief account of
efforts directed towards creation of "data-exchange11 infrastructure
between the Commission and other international agencies
particularly UN headquarters and the World iBank as secondary data
sources. In this regard i:he representative cited the planned
secretariat-wide Economic avid Social Information System as a big

step towards harmonization.

20 Representative from UNSIAT provided brief details of various
statistical data products maintained by the UN Statistical
Division. Some of the products discussed were CGRESTAT, POP-MAP
and CD-ROM version of the Statistical Yearbook. The representative
briefed the meeting regarding creation of CD-ROM and the equipment
needed to create the "mater" copy which was then sent to a
commercial firm for copying. The equipment needed to create the
"master" copy presently costs arround $US12,000, while commercial
copying cost arround $US1 p^z copy for 2,000 or more copies. The
representative also stressed extensive utilization of dissemination
through CD-ROM rather than through more expensive "on-line" access.

2 i The representat ive i: com Statistics Sweden provided an
elaborate presentation of PC-AXIS. The topics covered included
communications; import of dai.:a; table presentations with footnotes;
reorganization of tables and diagrams etc. The representative
indicated that interfaces between PC-AXS and other standard
software was being explored. Statistics Sweden wanted create *ocal
points at the UN regional commissions for dissemination of PC-AXIS
products. Distribution of the products will be assessed trom

country to country situation.
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V. yORK PROGRAMME OF THE

22 The work programme described in paragraphs 10 and 11 under
section II will be prioritised after the results of the forthcoming
EDP survey to be conducted by UNECA. The work programme will be
further elaborated during the second meeting of the sub-committee

planned for during the first quarter of 1993.

< VI- REPORT TO THE CASD MEETING

23. The sub-committee adopted the following Conclusions and
•* Recommendations to be reported to the next CASD sneeting.

(i) The sub-committee recognized that this group was to serve as the

platform for co-ordination and harmonization of statistical data

processing activities and developments in the region.

(ii) In view of the rapid changes in information technology; the sub

committee agreed that the terms of reference of the group should

remain dynamic and be reviewed from time to time to adapt to the

prevailing conditions.

(iii) The meeting agreed that development and implementation of norms and

standards relating to the statistical data processing should be promoted

so that easy data exchange between national, regional and iotemji'Jona!

sources and systems can be attained.

(iv) The sub-committee was of the opinion that due to the technological and

resource conditions prevailing in the region, new systems should be

developed along an "open-system" approach based on modular

expansion.

(v) While the group recognized the long-term responsibility of making the
regional and international databases available for on-line access, it was
felt that other data transfer means, which are equally efficient, cheaper

and easy to adopt, such as diskettes, CD-ROM, etc., should be utilized

for frequent access and large-scale data transfer.

(vi) Data processing training should be supported and geared towards user

needs. Particular attention must be paid to creation of statistical data

processing culture to ensure long-term retention and career development

of professionals.




